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The invention of the imaging energy filter thirty years ago by Castaing and Henry [1] has certainly been a milestone in electron microscopy. It permits to form an image or a diffraction pattern using a predetermined energy loss. As this energy loss can be set at will, it can bc considered to be a third coordinate in addition to the two latéral coordinates in the image plane. The insertion of an imaging energy filtcr into the column of an électron microscope thus introduces a new dimension into electron microscopy. Professor Castaing and his coworkers have subscquently used their new device for numerous studies on fundamental problems in electron microscopy and in solid state physics. They have demonstrated that the contrast in diffraction patterns can be considerably improved by using only the elastically scattered électrons [2, 3, 4] . The same procedure has been used to study the intcnsity profiles of Kikuchi-lines [5, 6] . Furthermore, the preservation of the elastic contrast in plasmon loss images of thickncss fringes, bend contours and of stacking faults [7, 8] , of Fresnel fringes [9] and of Lorcntz-images of magnetic domains [10] has been investigated by the Orsay-group.
Apart from these signals, whose information content stems from the elastic scattering processes, Professor Castaing and his coworkers have shown that precipitates can be imaged using specific plasmon losses [3, 4] . Similarily voids can be imaged using an appropriate surface plasmon loss [11] . The elemental composition of a specimen can be determined by use of the electrons having lost an energy corresponding to the excitation of an inner-shell characteristic for the element [12, 13] . Using an imaging energy filter, it is thus possible to produce elemental maps [14, 15, 16, 17] [19] and was continued in France [20] and Germany [16, 21] . More recently a system has been proposed [22] and constructed [23] , which is now commercially available. The results already obtained with this new instrument [17, 24, 25] Therefore the specific transition enters only via a factor describing the strength of the transition, whereas the dependence on K is completely determined [30] . Tb determine the range of validity of the dipole approximation we have calculated the current density for the inner-shell excitation of a single atom, using a central-field model for the atomic potential [31] and assuming an idéal lens (-y = 0). The results for the K-excitation of oxygen are shown in figure 1 . As has been shown previously [30] , there is a ring of high intensity around the atom. We can see that for an objective aperture angle of 10 mrad the "exact" calculation yields only minor corrections to the dipole approximation. Tb check the accuracy of the dipole figure 2 we compare the single-atom images for the 0 -K, the V-L23 and the Sn -M45 excitations with the corresponding dipole approximation. As the energy losses are equal, the dipole approximation predicts the same shape for each of these three excitations. Tb be able to discern any differences, we have assumed an extremely large objective aperture angle of 40 mrad. From the curves we can see that even though there are some differences, these are relatively small. For any realistic aperture angle (typically about 10 mrad) the dipole approximation yields reliable results irrespective of the edge type. To investigate the dependence on the energy loss, we have performed calculations for the Li-K and for the Al-K edge. We find that for low energy losses and an aperture angle of 10 mrad, the deviations from the dipole approximation are somewhat larger, whereas for high energy losses, the dipole approximation is valid even for aperture angles of 40 mrad. We can thus safely state that for realistic imaging parameters the use of the dipole approximation is well justified. The aberrations of electron lenses play an important role in the image formation process. Tb assess their influence for elemental maps, we have calculated the images for an O-K excitation with and without taking the lens aberrations into account. For comparison we have drawn the equivalent curves for the image of a single heavy atom in the dark field mode. The differences between figures 4a and 4b are due to the inelastic scattering process. As the extension of the atomic shells is much smaller than the resolution limit of current instruments, the intensity distribution in the (elastic) (Cs = 2.7 mm, Ce = 2.7 mm). In (a) we have assumed the "optimal" defocus of 0394f = 0.82Cs 03BB = 780 À, whereas in (b) we have assumed an energy window 03B4E = 20 eV and an optimized defocus of 0394f = 0.1C2 03BB = 95 Å. dark field image is an Airy disc for an ideal lens (dashed curve). This disc is only sightly changed by the spherical aberration of the objective lens (full curve). However, the intensity distribution in the inelastic image is somewhat broader than for a point scatterer. This is easily explained by the fact that an incident electron passing an atom at some distance still interacts with the bound electrons and can therefore cause transitions. Tb obtain an elemental map, we have to use a finite energy window, whose size we have assumed to be 20 eV. Then the intensity distribution is considerably broader due to the chromatic aberration. The important parameter is the normalized focal spread 03BA, which is given by the ratio of the focal spread Cc03B4E E to the Scherzer defocus Cs03BB [32] . In our case this parameter is about 5, meaning that the focal spread is much larger than the Scherzer defocus. In figure 5 we have drawn the transfer functions corresponding to the image intensities in figure 4 . The decrease in resolution for large energy windows manifests itself in a rapid decrease of the transfer function for large spatial frequencies in figure 5b. For typical energy windows the attainable resolution is thus limited by the chromatic aberration. Tb illustrate this behavior we have calculated the resolution limit d as defined by the diameter of the disc containing 59 % of the total intensity as a function of the normalized focal spread 03BA. For a given focal spread we have computed the defocus and the objective aperture angle giving the smallest value of d. The results [26, 27, 28, 29] . Here, however, we need to know cpm in the plane ZL just before the objective lens. Therefore we must apply the Fresnel approximation for the spherical wave [36] . Using the expansion for the exponent of the Green function and the approximation for its nominator we obtain
In the plane z = ZL immediately before the lens, which we assume to be infinitely thin, the partial wave function is given by Tb détermine the wave function in the back focal plane, we have to multiply ~mL with the transmission function TL(pL) describing the action of the lens and calculate the Sommerfeld integral in the Fresnel-approximation [36] .
In the last step we 
